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Dear Ms Morice and Ms Sheehan 

ACCC Draft Report on the Domestic Mobile Terminating Access Service Inquiry 
Submission by James Stewart, co-founder of ReachTEL and Consultant to Equifax Australia 
Pty Ltd (Equifax Australia). 

1. Introduction 

1.1 This is a submission by James Stewart, co-founder of ReachTEL and Consultant to Equifax 
Australia Pty Ltd, in response to the ACCC’s Draft Report on the Domestic Mobile Terminating 
Access Service Inquiry dated 2 May 2019 (Draft Report).  The submission addresses in 
particular the continuing need for the declaration of SMS termination services for A2P SMS.   

2. About James Stewart 

2.1 James Stewart co-founded ReachTEL a leading automation company boasting SMS and Voice 
broadcast services. In 2016 Equifax Australia acquired ReachTEL. Equifax is Australia’s largest 
credit reporting bureau and leverages SMS for a range of business services. 

2.2 Established in 2008, ReachTEL is an industry leader in the SMS industry and openly sighted 
the 2016 change in regulation as a gamechanger for the market. The regulation of the 
interconnect SMS pricing saw a dramatic reduction in messaging costs, and enabled 
businesses to leverage SMS to deliver a number of new operational efficiencies without having 
to pass these costs onto their Customers.  

2.3 There is a major concern that the deregulation of SMS pricing would rewind the market to an 
oligopoly position allowing for the major carriers to lift the price of messaging. Furthermore, any 
increase in messaging costs, especially for business transactional or operational services would 
almost certainly be passed onto the end Customers, which generally is a poor outcome.  

2.4 As this information shows, companies like Equifax Australia and ReachTEL participate in the 
downstream A2P SMS market.  Accordingly, our experience and business data may inform the 
ACCC’s view on the state of competition in the downstream markets, and its decision on 
whether declaration is necessary to promote competition in those markets.   



 

 
 

3. ACCC’s position on A2P SMS in the Draft Report 

3.1 The purpose of declaration is to promote the long term interests of end users of carriage 
services or of services provided by means of carriage services (LTIE).  This involves 
considering the extent to which the following objectives are achieved. 

(i) The objective of promoting competition in markets for listed services. 

(ii) The objective of achieving any-to-any connectivity in relation to carriage services 
that involve communication between end-users.  

(iii) The objective of encouraging the economically efficient use of, and economically 
efficient investment in, telecommunications infrastructure.   

3.2 In relation to A2P SMS, the main focus of the Draft Report is on the first of these considerations.  
The Draft Report states that the ‘key question’ in considering A2P SMS is “whether declaration 
is necessary to prevent MNOs from exercising their market power and to promote competition in 
the downstream market for A2P SMS services”.    

3.3 The ACCC has concluded in the Draft Report that declaration is not necessary to prevent MNOs 
from exercising market power, or to promote competition in the downstream A2P SMS markets, 
in which companies like Equifax and ReachTEL are participants.  The Draft Report indicates 
that the ACCC’s conclusion is based on the following matters (at page 40). 

(a) MNOs are likely to be constrained from refusing SMS termination or setting unreasonably 
high SMS termination charges due to competition from OTT services in the retail market 
for messaging. 

(b) The current arrangements in which aggregators and A2P SMS service providers 
negotiate with each MNO to deliver SMS are likely to remain in place.  These agreements 
are not dependent on MTAS, so no continuing declaration of SMS MTAS will have no 
impact on these arrangements. 

(c) Any effect declaration had in reducing the price of off-net A2P SMS would likely continue 
if declaration is removed.  And further it is likely that each MNO will continue to provide 
SMS termination access agreements to Pivotel and aggregators and that is likely to 
remain the case even in the absence of declaration.   

3.4 We respectfully disagree with each of these conclusions.  Below we outline the reasons for 
which we request that the ACCC revise its conclusion and determine that A2P SMS is in the 
LTIE and should remain declared.  

4. Summary of James Stewart’s response to the Draft Report 

4.1 This submission outlines why, in my view, the ACCC’s position in the Draft Report should be 
revised to maintain the declaration of SMS termination services in respect of A2P SMS.  In 
summary: 

(a) OTT services are not a substitute for A2P SMS, and therefore do not provide any material 
competitive constraint on the MNOs’ monopolies over termination services on their 
networks.   



 

 
 

(b) Rather, the most effective source of competitive constraint for direct carrier connections, 
or on-net services, is off-net services, such as those provided by Pivotel.   

(c) Our business has observed reduced pricing and increased service quality following the 
declaration of SMS termination, the introduction of the Final Access Determination (FAD) 
in 2016 and the entry of Pivotel into the wholesale market for SMS termination.  

5. OTT services are not an effective substitute for A2P SMS 

5.1 The Draft Report concludes that OTT services are an effective substitute for P2P SMS.  It then 
extrapolates that the same would apply for A2P SMS.  This conclusion is not supported by our 
own experience, or the ACMA report on which the ACCC’s P2P conclusion is apparently based.  

5.2 For our business, OTT is not a substitutable product for A2P SMS, for the following reasons.  

(a) Given the majority of Clients utilise SMS for business operations and transactional 
communications, for example one-time-passwords, OTT would not be suitable for the 
vast majority of these communications. SMS is widely accepted as the universal 
communications medium. Over the period of 2014-2019 the costs of SMS messages has 
decreased substantially, and it’s naive to think that any increase in the raw costs of these 
services will not be passed onto the end Customer.   

(b) In contrast, OTT services such as WhatsApp, Facebook etc. may each only reach a 
subset of the intended recipients, being those who use the relevant OTT service.  This is 
a fundamental limitation on the viability of OTT services for bulk or commercial message 
applications.  And to our knowledge, bulk deliveries are not readily available via these 
common OTT applications.  

(c) Further, read and response rates are higher with SMS, which is a key success metric for 
end-customers running an A2P SMS campaign and indicates consumers are comfortable 
with SMS and find it more convenient.. 

(d) When deciding on the communication mediums to offer, SMS was the most desirable, 
followed by Email, and then OTT services. It’s highly unlikely that any financial institution 
would consider sending password tokens via social media or OTT service. 

   

5.3 For these reasons, we do not consider OTT services are strong substitutes for A2P SMS.  We 
do not foresee that our customers would shift to OTT platforms should A2P SMS pricing 
increase substantially, however their overall use of A2P SMS may decline in these 
circumstances.  

5.4 Further, the data relating to relationship between OTT services and P2P SMS does not logically 
extend to A2P SMS, and is inconsistent with our own experience as outlined above.  The Draft 
Report relies on the Australian Communications and Media Authority’s Communications Report 
2017-2018 in concluding that OTT services operate as a substitute for P2P SMS.  The section 
of the report on which the ACCC relies is ‘Consumer engagement with communications and 
media’ (emphasis added).  It relates specifically to personal use of messaging, rather than 
commercial messaging.  That is, the survey data only considers individuals sending messages 



 

 
 

and not commercial entities.  As such it cannot inform any conclusion as to whether there is 
substitutability between OTT services and A2P SMS. 

5.5 Coupled, these two points displace any assumption that OTT services operate as a substitute 
for A2P SMS.   

6. Off-net services apply competitive constraint to on-net service suppliers 

6.1 There are three ways in which our business may source A2P SMS to supply to our customers.   

(a) Via a direct carrier connection with each mobile network operator (MNO), or ‘on-net’ 
supply of wholesale A2P SMS termination services.   

(b) Via a connection to a MNO which can originate A2P SMS for termination on each other 
MNO’s network, or ‘off-net’ supply of wholesale A2P SMS termination services.   

(c) Via an aggregator, which has itself sourced bulk A2P SMS from MNOs through one of the 
above two methods – typically via on-net supply.   

6.2 Our experience has been that the second option, off-net supply via a MNO, has been the 
strongest commercial proposition for companies like Equifax Australia and ReachTEL, and their 
customers.  This is for the following reasons.  

(a) Direct carrier connection, or on-net supply, is difficult to obtain even for us as a large 
corporate customer.  The large MNOs are generally resistant to relationships with most 
organisations. 

(b) MNOs that will not offer on-net supply typically refer A2P SMS suppliers to an aggregator 
as the alternative source of A2P SMS termination.  Dealing with an aggregator adds 
another level to the supply chain.  The result of this is typically a higher price and lower 
service quality.   

(i) The pricing effect is the result of adding another layer to the supply chain.  
Aggregators take a margin on the A2P SMS that they acquire from the MNOs and 
resupply.   

(ii) The lower service quality occurs for two reasons. 

(A) First, an aggregator cannot investigate or resolve any network or delivery 
issues as readily as an MNO which is involved in the origination or 
termination of the A2P SMS.   

(B) Secondly, where the customer might otherwise compete with the aggregator 
to supply A2P SMS to retail customers down the supply chain, then the 
aggregator has a commercial incentive to deprioritise that customer’s traffic 
in favour of their own, thereby enticing the retail customer to deal directly 
with the aggregator instead.   

(c) Off-net supply gives us access to A2P SMS termination across all networks via a 
relationship with an MNO.  This has both pricing and service quality upsides for us and 
our customers, because it avoids negative pricing and service impacts described above 
that arise when dealing with an aggregator instead of a MNO.   Our experience has been 



 

 
 

that the service quality offered by off-net and on-net supplies are the same.  Both involve 
MNOs which have visibility into any network issues, and which do not have any incentive 
to prioritise traffic.   

6.3 Equifax Australia, and ReachTEL, acquires SMS termination via CLX Communications.   

6.4 The supply of on-net SMS termination is not subject to MTAS.  However, it is relevantly affected 
by MTAS.  Off-net supplies are a direct substitute for an on-net supply, and are subject to 
MTAS.  Off-net supplies benefit from the pricing regulation in the FAD.  As a result, this places 
competitive pressure for on-net suppliers not to substantially exceed the regulated pricing for 
off-net supplies. 

6.5 On this basis, off-net services introduce competition to the market for the wholesale supply of 
SMS termination services.  The same pro-competitive effect will occur in the retail A2P SMS 
market where MNOs supply services directly to large enterprises, as is stated in the 
Draft Report at page 38.  

6.6 In fact, off-net supplies are the only true source of competitive constraint for on-net supplies of 
wholesale A2P SMS termination.  OTT services are not substitutable for the reasons outlined 
above.  Aggregators are not substitutable as they cannot themselves offer SMS termination; 
they are themselves dependent on acquiring wholesale SMS termination from a MNO.   

7. The positive competitive impact of declaration on downstream A2P SMS services  

7.1 Since 2016 we have observed a strong pro-competitive impact of the declaration of SMS 
termination services and the introduction of the FAD throughout the A2P SMS supply chain.   

7.2 The Draft Report states (at page 38) that there is little evidence that retail A2P SMS prices have 
fallen and that any price savings at the aggregator level may not be passed on to the end-
customer.  The business ReachTEL, owned by Equifax Australia, was operational and providing 
SMS services before the 2016 regulation. In 2010 the rate for SMS services through Telstra 
was $0.14 Ex.GST for usage of >1m units per month, now in 2019 with regulation and 
competition, the rate for >1m units is ~$0.026 Ex.GST. Competition has driven the cost of 
messaging down, enabling businesses to provide more value to their Customers. Furthermore 
the low costs of messaging makes it hard for any business to justify passing on these costs, 
however should there be an increase in messaging costs it’s likely there would be an impact to 
end Customers. 

7.3 Further, we have observed an overall growth trend in the demand for A2P SMS reflected in our 
sales volume for the same period.  

7.4 In addition to the pricing reduction and market growth, the entry of off-net supplier Pivotel to the 
market has also represented an improvement in service quality for SMS termination services.  
In particular, the acquisition of off-net services avoids the necessity to negotiate with each MNO 
separately which is time consuming and expensive.  Further, if acquiring an on-net supply, 
companies like Equifax Australia and ReachTEL will have limited bargaining power given the 
MNOs’ respective monopolies. 



 

 
 

8. The market impact if declaration ceases for SMS termination services 

8.1 If declaration ceases, on-net suppliers will have no meaningful competitive constraint and will 
continue to maintain a monopoly over SMS termination on their own networks.  There will be no 
commercial incentive for the on-net suppliers to maintain currently low pricing or to maintain 
service quality for retail A2P market participants and customers up the supply chain.   

8.2 Further, there will be little commercial incentive for the large MNOs to continue supplying SMS 
termination services to the smaller MNOs for A2P SMS, either at competitive prices or at all.  
This will have downstream effects, including for our business, as follows.  

(a) Off-net suppliers will need to either increase their pricing or cease offering SMS 
termination altogether, depending on the SMS termination terms offered by the large 
MNOs.   

(b) In either case, we and other customers of off-net suppliers will need to review the means 
by which we acquire SMS termination.  An input pricing increase is likely regardless of 
whether we acquire on-net or off-net services.  Where off-net services are likely to 
increase their prices or leave the market as described in (a), there would be no 
commercial incentive for the on-net suppliers to maintain low prices matching the off-net 
suppliers.   

(c) Where our input pricing is likely to increase, so may our Client pricing in order to maintain 
our business viability.  This will flow through to the end-users of A2P SMS services.  A 
pricing increase is not in the LTIE.    

(d) If off-net supplies become less commercially viable or ceases altogether, then our only 
other alternative is to deal with an aggregator that has on-net supply agreements with all 
the MNOs.  This is because of the difficulty in obtaining on-net supplies for all but very 
large corporations.  Dealing with an aggregator carries the detriments described in 
paragraph 6.2(c) above.   

(e) If companies like Equifax Australia and ReachTEL deal with an aggregator, then this 
would reflect a concentration in the downstream market for the supply A2P SMS.  When 
we can access direct, off-net connection via a MNO, we occupy a competitive position 
with an aggregator that has on-net supply agreements with all the MNOs.  More 
competitors at this level is in the LTIE because it generates greater competition on price 
and service quality. In contrast, if we become a customer for an aggregator that has on-
net supply agreements with all the MNOs, then we no longer compete against them and 
they are no longer subject to the greater level of competitive constraint. This is a 
particular concern given the heavy concentration of the aggregation market in favour of 
Sinch.   

8.3 Some of these market conditions were observed prior to declaration.  The ACCC’s Final 
Decision on the Domestic Mobile Terminating Access Service Declaration Inquiry issued in 
June 2014 observed that “competition in the wholesale market for A2P SMS services is limited 
due to significant on-net / off-net pricing differentials caused by high SMS termination rates.”     

8.4 For the reasons outlined above, we have strong concerns that the same position will result if the 
current declaration lapses.   



 

 
 

9. Conclusion 

9.1 Continuing declaration in respect of A2P SMS termination is in the LTIE for the following 
reasons. 

(a) It is the only way to ensure continuing competition in the wholesale supply of A2P SMS.  

(b) The points raised in Section 7.2 illustrates that the declaration since 2014 has produced 
downstream benefits in pricing for companies like Equifax Australia and ReachTEL and 
their Clients and Customers.   

9.2 Accordingly, the answer to the ‘key question’ as to “whether declaration is necessary to prevent 
MNOs from exercising their market power and to promote competition in the downstream 
market for A2P SMS services” must be yes.  We strongly urge the ACCC to maintain 
declaration in respect of A2P SMS termination services.   

9.3 I make no submission as to P2P SMS.  If the ACCC concludes that P2P SMS should not remain 
declared, then I submit that the relevant service description may be amended so that the 
declaration applies solely to A2P SMS.   

9.4 I request that the ACCC treat any details about our SMS usage or pricing as confidential and 
exclude it from the published version of this submission.  We would be happy to answer any 
questions or provide any further information that may assist the ACCC.  For any enquiries 
please contact me on the below details. 

Regards, 

 

 

James Stewart 

Phone: 0409 268 269 

Email: j.stewart@equifax.com 


